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This paper presents a Probabilistic Relaxation La.belin.g (PRL). method to segment X-ray
baggage images. PRL segmentation is an iterative algorithm that labels plgels m an ,mage Dy
cooperative use of two information sources: the pixel probability and the dt',gree of certainty of
its probability supported by the neighboring pixels.
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Abstract dependencies among neighboring pixels of regions
in an image and Gaussian noise is assumed as the

Segmentation is a process of separating objects image norse mode [1,5].
of interest from their background or from other
objects in an image. Without a suitable segmenta- Probabilistic relaxation labeling (PRL)
tion scheme, it is very difficult to detect contraband segmentation is an iterative algorithm that labels
in X-ray images. In this paper, a Probabilistic each pixel in an image by cooperative use of two
Relaxation Labeling (PRL) segmentation scheme is information sources: the pixel probability and thc
presented and compared with other segmentation degree of certainty of its probability supported by
methods. PRL segmentation is an iterative algo- the neighboring pixels. PRL algorithm can be
rithm that labels each pixel in an image by coop- considered as a hybrid approach of both region-
erative use of two information sources: tile pixel based and model-based algorithms because of the
probability and the d_._ee of certainty of its prob- dependency of each pLxel to its neighbors in the
ability supported by the neighboring pixels. The labeling process and the assumption that each pixel
practical implementation and results of the PRL can be assigned a probability index.

Details of the PRL algorithm are shown insegmentation on X-ray baggage images are also
discussed and compared with other segmentation section 2. Practical implementation of the PRL
methods, segmentation algorithm rs discussed in section 3. Its

application to X-ray baggage images and a
comparison of the results w_th other methods arc

1. INTRODUCTION presented in section 4.

One of the most important tasks of an image
analy.sis system for contraband detection using X- 2. PROBABILISTIC RELAXATION LABELING
ray images is to separate objects or regions of SEGMENTATION
inte_ _st from their background or other objects in
the image. Although segmentation of an image can The idea of cooperative use of two sources of
be done with many different methods, there are information in pixel classification though the
three general approaches to the problem: 1) pixel- mechanism of probabilistic relaxation was first
based approach, 2) region-based approach, and 3) developed by Rosenfeld et al. [11]. In essence the
model-based approach, basic concept of the method is to iteratively reduce

local ambiguities in classifying a pixel using local
Pixel-based algorithms segment an image using contextual information of the nmghboring pixcls.

information such as grey level, gradient magnitude Its goal is to optimize a probabilistic index
or color of each pixel independently from its neigh- associated with a pixel; however, the method does
boring pixels. The pixels' information can then be not guarantee a unique optimal solution but rathcr
used in a cummulative fashion as in histogram seeks a practical suboptimal solution.
thresholding [3] or thresholding based on the
degree of membership of the image pixels using The relaxation labeling process is defined as
fuzzy set concept [7]. Region-based approach takes the "best" assignment of a set of pixels A = {al, a2,
into consideration the informatmn of the ..., aN} to a set of labels (or classes) A - {A1, A2,

neighboring pixels and their relations with the AM} where N i_ the total number of pixels in theexamined pixel. A pixel is assigned to the same "'"
region (class, cluster, etc.) if it has similar proper- image and M is the total number of labels (classes).
ties to its neighbors. One method of region-based lntially each pixel a i is given a probability that it
approach is region growing [6]. Using this method belongs to a label Al, pi(A1). These probabilities
the image is first divided into atomic regions of must sastify the following conditions
constant grey levels, then similar adjacent regions
are merged sequentially until the adjacent regions M
become sufficiently different. Examples of region- 0_< pi(A)< 1 and _" pi(Al) = 1
based algorithms are the K-means clustering [12],
the split-and-merge [6] and morphological 1= 1
segmentation using watershed transform with
markers [4]. Unlike thepixel-based and region- For each pair of neighboring pixels ai, aj and
based approaches that make no assumption about each pair of labels Ak, Al, we assume that there

the image content and its noise, the model-based exists a measure of compatibility (compatibility

approach attempts to model both the image coefficient) that a i E h k and aj E A1. This measurecontent and the image noise. Markov random field
is often used to model the local properties and
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of compatibility, denoted as rij(Ak, _Xl) has the

R(m) = Pil "Pil (3)
a) -1_< rij(A k, ,kl) _ 1 i 1"= 1=
b) If the assignment of pixels ai, aj to labels _ k,

,X1 is compatible then rij(A k, _ 1) > 0 and the entropy of the pixel probabilities evaluated

c) If the assignment of pixels a i, aj to labels )_k, at each iteration

)_1is not compatible then rij (Ak, )_l) < 0 m m (4a)
d) If the assignment oi a i to ), k alxd aj to ,X1 is H(i, m) = - _ Pil In Pil

independent of each other then rij(A k, A1) = 0 1= 1

The iterative update process of the image pixels H(m) -- _ H(i,m) (4b)
incoorporates the information of both the pixers i= 1
initial probability and the influence of neighboring
pixels based on the compatibility coefficients. One
heuristic update process [10,11] is given as follows where N is the number of pixels in the image, M isthe total number of labels and m is the iteration

index. Instead of using the measurements as a

pm(A) (1 + qm(A)) performance index, we use them as convergencecriteria for the update process.
m + I(A) =Pi (1)

_pm(A 2.1 Assignment of intial labeling probability
+ q_n(A1) (1 1))

Most commonly the image's histogram is used
1-1 to assign the initial labeling probabdity to each

pixel in the image. A histogram represents thc
v,,ere relative frequency of occurences of the grey levels

in the image.

qm(A)= _wij _ rij(A,,_I) pm(AI), (2) n(xi)
j= 1 1= 1 P(Xi) = _, i = 0, 1, ..., L-1

m is the iteration number, K is the total number of

neighboring pixels, wij are the weighting where L is the number of grey levels, n(xi) is the
coefficients for the contribution of the neighboring number of occurence of pixels with grey level i in
pixels in the labeling process to pixel i, and M is the the image, and N is the total number of pixels in
total number of labels (classes). the image. This assignment, however, doesn't take

into consideration the a-priori knowledge about the
The update rule is simply a product of both Pi classes that we want to segment the image into. In

the pixel probability and qi the degree of certainty our application of segmenting X-ray baggage

of its probability supported by the neighboring images, the a-priori knowledge can be the average
pixels. Since the range of rij s is [-1, 1], 1 is added to grey level of the X-ray images of a certain type ofcontraband that we want to extract from the input

qi to ensure that pm + 10,) is always in the range of image. Since the a-priori knowledge is only anestimate, it is more appropriate to model the
[0, 1]. The denominator of the update rule which is assignment of the initml probability by the S

which is defined asfunction [13, 7]
a normalizing factor uses to guarantee that dileprobability olrpixei i is summed to 1 for ali possib e
M labels. 0, x_< a

Given the update rule, how can we determine x-a 2
the initial probabilities of ali image pixels? What is 2('___) , a_< x _<b
a good number for the neighboring system in the S(x; a, b, c) = (5)
update rule9 How do we select the compatibility 2• x-a

coefficients rij's? Although different answers to 1- 2(-_) , b_< x _<c
these questions can lead to slightly different results
in evaluating the relaxation update rule, the overall 1, x >__c
relaxation update should consistently reduce the
ambiguity in the labeling process. Fekete et al [2]
suggested two criteria to measure the performance with b = a+c2 and a_< b _<c. Figure 1 shows an
of-the probabilistic relaxation process: the rate of example of the S function with the same crosspoint
change between consecutive updates
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b for different values of a's and c's. If tl'.c crosspoint details, local dependencies can be preserved by
b is an estimate of the average grey level of an X- using a different estimate that applies only to local
ray contraband image, then the S function defines neighboring pixels. Such estimate can be computed
the membership function corresponding to a fuzzy by simply replacing N (total number of pixels m the
set "grey level x is similar to the contraband average image) with K (total number of pixels in the
grey level'. The "spread" of the S function which neighboring system). One drawback, however, is
controls by the distance (c - a) is a measure of the significant increase in the overall computation

of the algorithm. If conditional probabilities arefuzziness (uncertainty) in associating a grey level x
to the contraband average grey level. As (c - a) used for compatibility coefficients, the relaxation
approaches zero, the S function becomes a simple update rule can be reformulated using Bayesian
thresholding function about the crosspoint value b. probability theory [8] with the assumption that the

probability of pixel i given its label is A is
2.2 Selection of compatibiliw coefficients independent of its neighboring pixel's label. The

relaxation update scheme is now given by
The compatibility coefficients are the measures

of the de_ee of support (or unsupport) for pairs of pm()`) qm()`)neighboring pixels in the process of assigning them
to a set of labels. There are many ways to select m +
these coefficients according to different def'mitions Pi I(A) = _,A (7)

of compatibility functions [9]. _. pm(A 1) mqi (A1)

A simplest selection of compatibility coefficients _1= 1is to restrict them to the extreme values -1 and 1
where qi is in the same formulation as in Equ. (2).

rij()`,A' ) = +1 if )` = )`' The update rule is basically the same as Equ. (1);
the only difference is the elimination of 1 because

rij()` ,)`') = -1 if )` _ )`, the compatibility coefficients are r" " ;n the rangeof [0, 1] instead of [-1, 1] as before.

Another way to estimate the coefficients is using Experimentally we find that one set of
conditional probabilities. Let pi(),) be the initial compatibility coefficients does not work well for X-
estimate of the probability that a pixel i having ray baggage images because the estinaate is done
label )`, then the probability of ali pixels in the globally. For example, if a bag is small and the
image having label X is given by. background level is dominant then the estimated

1 _ compatibility coefficients tend to bias toward theP()`) = r, _ Pi()`) background. To compensate for the bias in the
i= 1 estimate, we propose the use of two update passes

using two different set of compatibility coefficients.
The joint probabili_ of a pixel pair having label The first set of coefficients can be viewed as

)` at pixel i and )`' at pixel j relative to i (e.g. pixel j estimates from images with more background than
is one pixel on the south side from i) is estimated bagga_es; while the second set is the estimatcs
as follows from tmages with cluttered baggage details. Thc

biggest advantage of this method is that the
compatibility coefficients do not have to be

Pij(A¢_,) = 1 _ Pi0') Pi+j()`') computed on-line for each image but they can be
i=l "learned" off-line from a number of different

images.
Given the above probabilities, the conditional
probability is given by

3. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

Pi()`) Pi +j(_') Because the compatibility coefficients can be

Pij() J̀)`') PiJ()`cX') i= 1 calculated off-line, the implementation of the PRE
= p(A') = _ Pi()`') (6) algorithm becomes very simple for the two classsegmentation problem. Recal from Equ. (2), the

i=1 local dependency information in the labeling
process for the two class problem is given by a

Note that the estimate of the compatibility vector. (For notation convenience, from now on
coefficients using conditional probabilities are qi(ct) is written as qia .)
global estimates because it is computed only once
for a given neighboring configuration system. Once
computed the coefficients are kept constant during
the update process. For images with high textural

i'l
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iqllr xwiq l c orsthemappingEqucanbe• implemented with a 64K integer look-up-table
j = (LUT). The 64K size of the update rule LUT is

= (8) used to account for ali .possible results in the

L =lWij .j product of p's and q's. Figure 2 shows that theLqis.] j qj8 entire PRL algorithm for two class problem can bcimplemented using two LUTs: a 256 byte LUT for
the S function anda 64K LUT for the update rule.

where In addition, for each iteration of the PRL, one

Iq!l I ! Ip! 1 convolution is needed to calculate the summation

rij(_,_ ) r ij(ot,0) term. Because both the LUT and convolution(especially with 3x3 and 5x5 masks) can bc
"- executed in real-time (30 frames/second) in many

inexpensive image processing hardware, each
LqJs_l rij(fl _ ) rij(8,8) LPJs..J iteration of the PRL can be completed in less than

80ms.
with oc and _ are the two classes. Let

el = rij(_ _) 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

c2- rij(cz,8) The experimental results are based on X-ray
c3 = rij(fl_ ) ima3es that are taken from a local airport. The
c4 = rij(fl,8 ) image size is 512 x 512 with 256 grey levels. In this

paper, we only show the results from two X-ray
then oaggage tmages using four different methods: PRI_,

adaptive histogram thresholding, constrast
K K intensification using fuzzy set concept [7] and

qh = el _" wijP_ + c2 _" wijpj 8 (9) Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) [1, 3]. The
j--1 j=l adaptive histogram thresholding is a simple, onc

pass segmentation using an adaptive threshold

which is defined as the peak of the image'ssince pj_ = 1 "Pj8 and wij = 1, we have histogram that falls within the segmenting class'
j = 1 variance and has a certain height. (The peak height

is used for size discrimation purpose.) The peak is
found using the top-hat transformation [4]

qh = (el-c2) _ wij Pi2 + c2 (10a)
j=l Peak = H- O(H)n

Similarly, where H is the image histogram and O(H)n is the

opening of H by a line structure element of n pixelsqifl = (c3- e4) wij Pj8 + c4 (10b) long. The opening op.eration is defined by an
j = 1 erosion followe.d by a ddation.

Therefore (7) becomes The constrast intensification using fuzzy concept
is an iterative algorithm which attemps to assign

m m individual pixel values into different classes based
Ph qh on their initial membership function. Thc

m+l assigrne_t is done recursively with the following
Ph - m m m m (11) operation

Ph qh + (1" Ph,) q/_

2 [T(x)] 2, 0_< x < 0.5
Theoretically, the range of pixel values in a PRL T(x) =
should be [0.0, 1.0]; however, for display purposes 1- 2 (1- T(x)) 2, 0.5 < x< 1.0
the pixel values must range from [0, 255] for an 8 - -

bit image. The mapping from real values to integer Details of the algorithm can be found in [7].
values is simply done as follows

The ICM algorithm is a model-based method.

p,m = ceil(p._* 255.0) In its simplest form, the method iterativelyminimizes the following energy function

where p' is a displayed pixel value and ceil(x) is a
function that returns a smallest integer which is
greater than or equal to x. If we neglect the round

il



Except the adaptive histo_am threshold, the other
three methods are iteratwe. The iteration loop is

(x._ a)2 c fixed to 7 for those methods.
U =1 In(a2)+ 2 + _a [J(ct_ +r)+J(ct_-r)]

2 cra r= 1 3.2 Results and Discussion

2 Figure 3 and 8 show two original baggage X-ray
where ct is the class label, tra and /_a are the tmages. The results of adaptive histogram threshold

method are shown in Fi_. 4 and 9. Only the final
variance and mean of class ct, respectively,/_r is the result from the last iterauon are displayed for each

clique 1 parameter, and J(a,b) is the spatial iterative algorithms. Fig. 5 and 10 are the results of
interaction among the clique neighbors. PRL segmentation. These images are taken fromthe second pass of the algorithm. The results of the

contrast intensification using fuzzy set concept are
3.1 Test parameter8 shown in Fig. 6 and 11. Finally, Fig. 7 and 12 arc

Ali parameters of the four tested algorithms are the results from the ICM algorithm.

fixed during the entire segmentation process. They Assigning a "measure of performance" to the
are the followings, results of X-ray baggage images from different

-Adaptive histograrn thresholding: algorithms is a difficult task. The rate of change
Structure element -- {1, 1, 1, 1, 1} between consecutive updates and the entropy
Minimum peak's height = 800 measurements proposed by Fekete et al. [2] do not
#1 = 15 (average grey level of class 1) guarantee the correctness of the segmentationresults. For example, among the iterative
cr1 = 6.5 algorithms, the rate of change between updates and

entropy of the Iterated Conditional Modes method
decreases faster than other methods; however, by

-Contrast intensification with fuzzy set: visual inspection, one can conclude that its results
/_1 = 15 are poorer than those of other methods. Using
Fe = 2 "true map" (a known segmentation result) then

computing a deviation (e.g. mean square error)
-lteratedconditionalmodes: from the segmented results and the true map is

J(a, b) = 1 if a = b also not a valid measure of performance because
= 0 if aS b different parameters in the algorithms can give

/_1 - 15 different results. Therefore, a fair comparison must
not only be done with various possible

#9.--60 combinations of the algorithms' parameters but

cr1 = tr2 = 6.5 o also over a large number of data.

/_r - 1.5 for ali r After testing the four different algorithms on a
c = 4 and the relative neigborhood number of X-ray baggage images, the PRL is
configuration (r's) is as follows: selected over other methods based on the following

considerations:

l/Acceptable and consistent performance.-3 -2 +4 Capable of dealing with multiple classes (i.e.
more than 2 classes).

-1 0 +1 3) Segmentation features can be color, texture,
etc. instead of grey level values.

.4 +2 +3 4) Ease of implementation.
5) Computational speed

- Probabilistic relaxation labeling:

S function parameters: a = 0.0, c = 25.0 4. CONCLUSION
Compatibility coeffidents for pass 1:

r00 = 0.62; r01 = 0.38; rl0 = 0.57; rll = 0.43 The paper presents a method of segmenting X-
Compatibility coefficients for pass 2: ray baggage images using probabilistic relaxation

.. r0o = 0.49; r01 = 0.51; rl0 = 045; rll = 0.55 labeling (PRL). To comp.ensate for the bi ts in

3x3 convolution mask = {1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1} estimating the compatibility coefficients, we
propose the use of two different set of coeffi :ients

• for two update passes. These coefficients can be
estimated off-line from a number of baggage

1 A clique is a set of points that are neighbors of images instead of on-line from the examined image
each other, as proposed in various literature. For a two class
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problem it is shown that the PRL can be
tmplemented with two LUTs and a convolver. In
addition, the algorithm can also be extended to
segment contrabands based on other features such
as colors, textures, lines and edges.
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Figure 3: Original X-ray image 1 Figure 4: Result from adaptive histogram thresholdon image 1
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Figure 7: Result from the ICM method on image 1 Figure 8: Original X-ray image 2

Figure 9: Result from adaptive histogram Figure 10: Result from the PRL method on image 2
threshold on image 2 !



Figure 11: Result from constrast intensification Figure 12: Result from the ICM method on image 2
on image 2
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